
 BIO TOUCH MACHINE KIT OPTION 1 valued over $1,000 

 
 

Features :one year warranty on machine The latest in the Bio-Touch range of Cosmetic Tattoo 

Machines accommodates both Round & Flat needles and has a rotary motor.  

This is the most powerful of all rotary machines on the market and it rotates up and down not side to side 

making for a quicker procedure every time and less trauma to the skin. Insertions 30-130rpms (speed). 

 

This machine has 4 disposable parts which must be changed for every client.  
All parts are fully disposable right down to the motor – thus stopping cross contamination 

 

Needles: Precision engineered needles are available from single prong through to seven prong round needles 

and three, four & six prong flat needles. 

Caps: Mosaic Machine Caps allow for pigment to be inserted into the cap thus cutting out the need to dip into 

pigment holders! 

A regulated airflow allows for the correct amount of colour to be used for every treatment. Not enough air 

causes a “vacuum effect” and sucks up pigment; too much air can force pigment down too hard and splatter this 

stops pigment being taken into the skin. Less pigment in the skin will cause the colour to fade. 

Sleeves: 

The needle sleeve protects the needle and is ergonomically shaped to reduce slippage and provide comfort for 

the hand. 

A metal sleeve can be autoclaved (sterilised) or is available in disposable pre packaged containers of 20 per 

pack. 

 

Machine Kit Includes: 
Machine Adaptor 

Training Manual  

Practical D.V.D. 

Colour Wheel 

How to Use Colours  

Client History Forms 

Client After Care Forms 

Bag of Pigment Holders 

Machine Cradle 

Pigment Dish 

Skin Marker 

Pre Tattoo Buffer 

Tattoo Shaver 

Practice Mat for Eyes 

Practical Mat for Brows 

Practical Mat for Lips 

5 Pigment Colours 

20 Needles 

20 Sleeves 

20 Transmission Shafts 

20 Needle Caps 

10 Individual eye wash drops 

4 Tubes Protat  

Anesthetics: Bio Quick, Instant Numb & Bio Gel 

 
 



MACHINE KIT OPTION 2  valued at over $4,000 

DIGITAL 1000 MACHINE 

 
 FEATURES: 3 YEAR WARRANTY ON MACHINE  
 

German Made lightweight computerised LCD Screen permanent cosmetic device and is used for permanent 

cosmetics with a speed 50-150 rpms. 

Medical Grade Needles and a control panel continuously display the program information . 

This machine uses medical grade needles the same capsules as for the Intelligent machine. 

 

Comes with a lightweight handpiece vibration free and quiet! 

The patented needle cartridge is easily attached ensuring fast easy changes between needle configurations, no 

more changes of sleeves, shafts and needle caps, as this capsule is all in one. Soft touch buttons provide an easy 

hygienic cleaning of the machine surface. 

A zero tolerance system ensure there is no sideway fluctuation of the needle as it will always go in straight 

ensuring no side pigment leak. 

This machine comes with just 1 disposable part. 

Needle Cartridge: 

All needles are Safety Needles Cartridges, available from one point to seven round, flat needles, micro needles, 

power needles, outline needles, sloped needles and magnum double row needles. 

 This machine allows for all procedure even individual hair strokes with the latest slope needle. The use of 

power needles allows faster application, less time for both the Therapists and the client. 

 

Machine Kit Includes: 
Training Manual  

Practical  D.V.D. 

Colour Chart 

Colour Wheel 

How to Use Colours  

Client History Forms 

After Care Forms 

Bag of Pigment Holders 

Cradle Pigment Dish 

Skin Marker 

Pre Tattoo Buffer 

Tattoo Shaver 

Practice Mat for Eyes 

Practical Mat for Brows 

Practical Mat for Lips 

5 Pigment Colours 

30 Assorted Needle Capsules 

10 Individual eye wash drops 

4 Tubes Protat 

Vera Gel After care 

Anaesthetics: Bio Quick, Instant Numb & Bio Gel 

 

 
 FEATURES: 3 YEAR WARRANTY ON MACHINE  



MACHINE  KIT OPTION 3 

  Nouveau intelligent machine  (The Rolls Royce of machines) $5,000 
Features : 3 Year Warranty on machine 

 FEATURES 3 YEAR WARRANTY  
 

The world’s first state of the art computerised permanent cosmetic device used for medical procedures and 

permanent cosmetics. 

The Intelligent’s central processing unit offers the most advanced features which allow for pre programmed 

procedures just click: Brows, Lips Eye or Medical. This machine will automatically choose the correct speed 

and needle adjustment.  

Fully encased in brushed metal extremely hardy machine ready to take a high workload. Minimal  trauma to 

skin with all needle punctures consistent. (no other machine can match this), 

Providing a quicker treatment time for you and the client plus less painful!   

Its high level of needle insertions per second (50-180rpm) speed, this powerful device is ultra precise. Medical 

Grade Needles with Pre programmed settings and its control panel continuously display the program 

information including a timer, just press the procedure you wish to perform and the speed adjusts to suit your 

procedure no more worry for the therapist about how fast or how slow to set the machine. This machine is the 

safest in the world. It evens times your procedures! 

 

Comes with a lightweight handpiece vibration free and silent! 

This machine comes with just 1 disposable part. 

Needle Cartridge: 

All needles are Safety Needles Cartridges, available from one point to seven round, flat needles, micro needles, 

power needles, outline needles, sloped needles and magnum double row needles. 

 This machine allows for all procedure even individual hair strokes with the latest slope needle.  

MACHINE KIT INCLUDES: 
Training Manual       

Practical  D.V.D. 

Client History Forms 

Client After care Forms 

How to use  Colours 

Machine & Adaptor 

Machine Cover Sleeves 

Bio Film 

40 Needles 

Colour Wheel 

Bag of Pigment Holders 

Pigment Ring 

Pigment Dish 
Skin Marker 

Pre Tattoo Buffer 

Tattoo Shaver 

Practice Mat for Eyes 

Practical Mat for Brows 

Practical Mat for Lips 

5 Pigment Colours 

10 Individual eye wash drops 

4 Tubes Protat 

Topical Anaesthetics: 

Bio Quick, Instant Numb Bio Gel & Vera Gel 



 

 


